Cisco Tactical Operations
Delivering secure crisis communications globally

Worldwide incidents: 64
Countries or provinces: 25
Continents deployed to: 6

NORTH AMERICA
43 Incident Responses
Hurricane Katrina (LA)
Harris Fire (San Diego, CA)
Evans Road Fire (Eastern NC)
Flooding (Cedar Rapids, IA)
Hurricane Gustav (LA)
Hurricane Ike (TX)
Fiber Cut (Morgan Hill, CA)
Plane Crash (Palo Alto, CA)
Four Mile Canyon Fire (Boulder, CO)
Operation Verdict (Oakland, CA)
Gas Pipeline Explosion (San Bruno, CA)
Tornadoes (Raleigh, NC)
Tornadoes (IL)
Tornadoes (Joplin, MO)

AFRICA
5 Incident Responses
Ebola Crisis (West Africa)
Africa Refugee Crisis (Uganda)
Waldo Canyon Fire (CO)
Hurricane Sandy (RI / N.J)
Boston Marathon Explosions (MA)
Fertilizer Plant Explosion (West, TX)
Tornadoes (Moore, OK)
Navy Yard Shooting (Washington, DC)
Carlton Complex Wildfires (WA)
King Fire (El Dorado, CA)
Valley Fire (Lake County, CA)
Fleeing (LA)
Blue Cut Fire (San Bernardino County, CA)
Hurricane Matthew (NC)
Hurricane Harvey (TX)
Protest Activity (San Francisco, CA)
Wildfires (Sonoma County, CA)

ASIA / MIDDLE EAST
5 Incident Responses
Earthquake / Tsunami (Indonesia)
Earthquake / Tsunami (Japan)
Typhoon Haiyan / Yolanda (Philippines)
Earthquake (Nepal)
US Military Support (Iraq)

OCEANIA
3 Incident Responses
Cyclone Pam (Vanuatu)
Flooding (Queensland, AU)
Earthquake (Christchurch, NZ)

EUROPE
17 Years of Relief Agency Assistance

SOUTH AMERICA
6 Incident Responses
Earthquake (Ecuador)
Flooding (Brazil)
Volcanic De Fuego (Guatemala)
Venezuelan Migrant Crisis (Colombia, Brazil, Peru)

ASIA / MIDDLE EAST
5 Incident Responses
Earthquake / Tsunami (Indonesia)
Earthquake / Tsunami (Japan)
Typhoon Haiyan / Yolanda (Philippines)
Earthquake (Nepal)
US Military Support (Iraq)

AFRICA
6 Incident Responses
Ethiopia Crisis (West Africa)
Africa Refugee Crisis (Sudan, Ethiopia)